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Simulation and evaluation of GM and non-GM segregation 1 management strategies among European grain merchants. 2 F.C Coléno 3 INRA UMR 1048 SAD-APT. Site de grignon, BP1 78850 Thiverval-Grignon. France. E-mail 4 coleno@grignon.inra.fr 5 Abstract 6 Considering the European regulations, a product need to be labelled as containing GM when 7 the adventitious presence of GM material exceed 0.9%. During collection, crops from many 8 fields are combined to fill a silo. Three management strategies to avoid the risk of mixing GM 9 and non-GM crops were identified by a descriptive work based on cases studies in various 10 region of France: defining GM and non-GM silos and production zones; specifying the timing 11 of GM and non-GM crops delivery at silos; or using local management rules at each stage of 12 the supply-chain. To evaluate these strategies and to compare them to the actual supply chain 13 management we propose a model of elevators’ supply-chain management. The allocation of 14 specific silos to GM and non-GM crops allows all the non-GM production to be segregated, 15 but with a 400% increase in transportation cost. Specifying the timing of GM and non-GM  16 crops deliveries allows all the non-GM crops to be segregated without any cost increase. 17 Using local management rules does not allow more than 20% of the non-GM crops to be 18 segregated without an increase in costs.  19  20 Keywords : GMO, coexistence, segregation, supply chain  21 
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1. Introduction 22 Growing GM crops in Europe generated conflict between proponents and opponents of this 23 technology (Levidow et al., 2000). This conflict led at first to a moratorium on GM crops, 24 which ended in 2004, and later to the principle of coexistence between the different types of 25 crops in the landscape and to segregation of the GM and non-GM material in the supply-26 chain. Several European regulations define the rules of coexistence and segregation: 27 
• For the consumer information the aims of these regulation is to guarantee that any 28 food containing  material that contains more than 0.9% of GM would be labeled as 29 “contains GM” (EC 2003a). 30 
• for food industry the objective is to enable the traceability of GM products throughout 31 the supply chain (from farmer to fork) (EC, 2003b), 32 
• At the level of agricultural production, this regulation concerns the release in the 33 environment of GMO (EC, 2001) and so to avoid cross-pollination between GM and 34 non GM crops (EC, 2003c).  35 For agricultural production, this coexistence generates several problems. On a farm, use of the 36 same agricultural machinery, such as a seed drill or harvester, for both GM and conventional 37 production, increases the risk of admixture (Jank et al. 2006). Moreover, a farmer using GM 38 seed has to be sure that his fields will not contaminate the conventional production of his 39 neighbors. To do so different crop management are possible. A first one is to have isolation 40 distance between GM and non-GM fields (Byrne and Fromherz, 2003) because maize pollen 41 has a short flight range (Della Porta et al, in press). A second one is to define a time lag 42 between GM and non-GM production so the flowering of GM and non-GM will not occur at 43 the same moment (Messan et al., 2006).  44 At the industry level, the problem is to guarantee the level of GM material in the product. 45 This is made using risk management policies based on such as HACCP (Scipioni et al. 2005) 46 
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or IFMEA (Arvanitoyannis and Savelides, 2007) combine with testing procedures using 47 quantitative methods such as PCR test (Lüthy 1999; Arvanitoyannis, 2006)  48 For maize production, the link between industry and farms is the country elevator, or grain 49 merchant, whose infrastructure is the site of the highest mixing risk between GM and non-50 GM corps (Le Bail and Valceschini, 2004). Several critical points have been identified in this 51 collection chain (Bullock and Dequilbet, 2002; Le Bail, 2003). These critical points are 52 concerned with cropping plan management, storage of harvested products and, in the case of 53 maize, drying, which is a bottleneck in maize collection. These critical points are linked with 54 the fact that country elevators have to combine the production of several dozen fields in their 55 collection silos and maize dryers. Furthermore, the batches obtained must be dealt with in less 56 than 48 hours to protect the maize quality (Coléno et al., 2005). It is thus not possible to 57 exclude batches by using the PCR test, which takes more than 48h. Moreover, the large 58 investment necessary for the implementation of two isolated collection chains means that the 59 GM and non-GM products need to be segregated using the existing infrastructure. Case 60 studies showed that different companies use different collection strategies to minimize the 61 risk of admixture. These strategies combine organization of crop production in the region and 62 organization of the collection chain before harvest (Le Bail, 2003, Miraglia et al., 2004; 63 Coléno et al., 2005). These strategies are based on: 64 
• The separation of the two products in space, allocating one chain to each type of crop, 65 so each collection silo receives only one type of product. Dryers are also allocated to 66 one type of product. 67 
• The separation of the two products by the timing of their deliveries. In this case, each 68 product is delivered to the nearest collection silo to the farm, but at a specific time. 69 Thus, non-GM can be delivered in the beginning of the collection period and the GM 70 
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at the end. There is no risk of mixing between non-GM and GM, which might lead to 71 downgrading of the non-GM crop.  72 These strategies are based on centralization of the decisions within the planning service of the 73 country elevator. Landscape governance, resulting from a dialogue with the farmers (Byrnes 74 and Fromherz, 2003) is needed to ensure such strategies.   75 Another way would be to decentralize the management of the coexistence to the various 76 decision level of the supply chain. This leads to the use of specific scheduling rules at each 77 decision level. Thee rules can be optimized in order to reduce the cost and to maximize the 78 amount of product segregated (Entrup et al. 2005; Blanco et al., 2005; Higgins et al., 2006). 79 This allows farmers to ignore the country elevators’ constraints. In this paper, we propose to 80 evaluate these management methods of decentralization and centralization using a simulation 81 model of flow in the country elevator’s supply chain for a large proportion of the non-GM 82 grain collected. Concerning the method of centralization, we will take into account the two 83 strategies of segregation in space and time. After presenting the model, we will evaluate the 84 different strategies using two criteria: the collection cost and the proportion of non-GM that is 85 stored as non-GM at the end of the collection process. 86 2. The GM and non-GM maize collection chain  87 Maize collection in Europe occurs in autumn - generally from September to December. 88 During this period, farmers harvest their maize and deliver it to the collection silos of the firm 89 purchasing their harvest. Each of these silos is made up of different cells, all of the same size. 90 The cells are small compared to the quantity of maize collected. Very often, maize is 91 transferred from collection silos to dryers. When maize is dried, it is stored in uniform batches 92 in storage silos in seaports or railway stations. These storage silos may contain 300 000 tons 93 or more. To ensure a high quality of maize, and hence access to the best food markets, the 94 maximum time from harvesting to drying should be less than 48 hours. To ensure GM and 95 
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non-GM segregation in the collection chain, several factors have been shown to be important 96 (Le Bail 2003; Coléno et al 2005):  97 
• Mixing of products can occur in the collection silos. When all the cells contain maize 98 the silo manager has to choose between (i) accepting farmers’ deliveries and thus 99 mixing the two products or (ii) refusing some deliveries to avoid mixing but with the 100 risk that the farmer will sell his crop to another firm. The type of relationship between 101 the firm and the farmer, and whether there is another country elevator in the vicinity   102 will influence the silo manager’s decision. 103 
• Mixing may also occur in the dryers. To reduce drying costs, dryers are used at their 104 full capacity. In so doing, mixing may occur if there is not enough of one product. 105 Moreover, to avoid contamination between products in the dryer, the first batch of 106 non-GM that follows a GM lot must be sold as GM.  107 3. Presentation of the model 108 The model deals with these two critical points and takes into account transport between 109 collection silos and dryers. It is therefore made up of three modules: collection silos, dryers 110 and transport.  111 In order to take into account the decentralized method we will consider two schedulings of 112 collections silos and dryers. The first one, in favor of segregation, consists of making uniform 113 batches. Conversely, the second focuses on cost minimization using the total storage and 114 drying capacity. 115 3.1 Collection silos 116 The collection silo model is shown in figure 1. Each day, a collection silo receives a quantity 117 of each product, Dt,p, where p is the kind of product (GM or non-GM) and t the time period. 118 The delivery is then put into cells (Ci) that contain the same product or are empty. If there is a 119 
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rest when all the cells have been checked it’s management depends on the silo’s management 120 strategy:  121 
• In the case of scheduling in favor of segregation (SS1) the rest will be refused and 122 deferred to the next day. So Dt+1,p=Dt+1,p+Dt,p. 123 
• In the case of scheduling in favor of quantity maximization (SS2), the rest will be put 124 in the first cell with sufficient free space. The maize in this cell will then be 125 considered as GM. 126 3.2 Transport 127 Each day, the collection silos can call for transport if their stock is above a certain threshold 128 (T): 129 If Ci ≥ T then ask for transport. 130 These requests are treated using the First In First Out management rule, the older batch being 131 given priority. To take into account the time constraint of 48 hours for the food market, the 132 delivery stocked at t-1 has the higher priority level. If it is not possible to store the incoming 133 batch in the waiting silos at the drying facility, the delivery is deferred to the next day. 134 3.3 Dryers 135 Drying facilities consist of two structures: dryer waiting silos, where maize is stored before 136 being dried, and the actual dryers. Each day, a dryer dries one batch of maize. Changing the 137 type of product dried (DTt) from one day to another can cause a loss (the first batch of non-138 GM following a GM batch is considered as GM). So the model tries first to minimize these 139 changes.  Each day the dryer has a waiting quantity (WQ,t) of GM and non-GM to dry. 140 
• In the case of the strategy in favor of segregation (SD1) the model works as shown in 141 figure 2.  The model will try to dry a batch of the same product that was dried in the 142 previous period, even if it is not possible to use the dryer at its full capacity (DC).  143 
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• In the case of the strategy in favor of cost minimization (SD2) the model works as 144 shown in figure 3. The model will try to use the dryer at its full capacity over each 145 period, even if this causes a change in the type of product dried or a mixing of the two 146 products.  147 3.4 Variables used for simulation  148 The model runs with a day time step. Each day, collection silo stocks are calculated, taking 149 into account the GM and non-GM deliveries. GM and non-GM quantities dried are calculated, 150 taking into account the waiting stock at the drying facility. From these new values of stocks in 151 collection silos and dryer waiting silos, transport of maize from collection silos to drying 152 facilities is calculated.  153 In order to run a simulation, we use the values shown in table 1. These values are the ones we 154 found in the country elevator we worked with (Coléno et al., 2005). The region we simulated 155 contains ten collection silos and two dryers.  156 We first simulated the collection with 150000 t of one product in order to compare the cost of 157 a situation with segregation with the present situation (without segregation). The deliveries 158 per day for the whole collection period in this case are shown in figure 4. This curve is the 159 ideal situation for country elevators. It comes from the combination of an optimal 160 management of grain maturity and the desire of farmers and country elevators to harvest 161 maize when it is as dry as possible.  162 Then we simulated three situations:  163 
• One in which farmers can deliver their maize when and where they want (figure 5a).  164 
• A spatial strategy whereby farmers can deliver their maize when they want to (figure 165 5a), but to a specific collection silo depending on the product (GM or non-GM). Each 166 dryer is thus allocated to one type of product. The number of collection silos allocated 167 to each type of product depends on the amount of non-GM grain in the deliveries. For 168 
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example when non-GM represent 25% of the deliveries, 25% of the collection silos 169 are allocated to non-GM.  170 
• A temporal strategy whereby farmers can deliver their products where they want but 171 non-GM crops are collected in the first part of the collection period and the GM crops 172 are collected later (figure 5b). 173 For each of these situations we considered three distributions of GM and non-GM products in 174 the deliveries (non-GM representing 25, 33 and 50 % of the total deliveries). Beyond 50 % of 175 non-GM in the total deliveries, the results would be reversed between non-GM and GM 176 because the question would be to isolate 25, 33 or 50 % of GM.  For each of these three 177 situations we compared the quantity of each product (GM and non-GM) at the end of the 178 process to the quantity of the product delivered. To do so we calculated the ratio between 179 these two values.  The ratio of GM can therefore be higher than 100% if there is non-GM crop 180 mixed with GM. To consider the cost we compared (i) the increase in transport cost compared 181 with the situation with one product and (ii) the rate of dryer use, which is a good indicator of 182 drying cost, as this cost is almost independent of the quantity dried.  183 4. Results 184 4.1 advantage of the decentralized method 185 Table 2 shows the percentage of the total deliveries treated without delivery planning. 186 We notice first that, in most cases, it is impossible to dry all the maize collected, so that some 187 is postponed to the next day. Some un-dried maize therefore remains at the end of the 188 collection period. This would be dried later but could not be sold in the most profitable 189 market.  190 
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Besides, we see that in every case the percentage of GM maize at the end of the process is 191 more than 100 %. Hence some non-GM maize was mixed with GM. This is confirmed by the 192 fact that the percentage of non-GM maize is below 100 % in every case.  193 Hence we see that the collection silo decision rule in favor of segregation has a bigger effect 194 on the amount of non-GM at the end of the process than the dryer decision rule in favor of 195 segregation. The amount of non-GM grain at the end of the process is greater when the SS1 196 rule is activated (55 % against 44 % and 24 % against 19 % for 25 % of non-GM for 197 example). It is at this level that mixing occurs first and thus affects the larger quantity. Dryer 198 management can only amplify the phenomenon. 199 Finally, we see that the combination of silo and dryer decision rules in favor of segregation 200 separates 51 to 61 % of the non-GM maize with a small cost increase (figure 2).  201 4.2 comparisons of the two collection strategies for the centralized method.  202 4.2.1 the spatial strategy 203 In this case two different supply chains are created, one for non-GM maize and the other for 204 GM. One dryer is thus dedicated to each kind of maize. Depending on the proportion of non-205 GM grain collected, 25%, 33% or 50% of the collection silos are dedicated to the non-GM 206 maize and the rest to GM maize.  207 Table 3 shows the proportions of GM and non-GM at the end of the collection process against  208 GM and non-GM at the beginning of the process. 209 The decentralized scheduling rules have no influence on the result when they are used with a 210 centralized scheme. The results are the same for all combinations of rules. There is therefore 211 nothing to be gained by combining these two methods. 212 The percentage of non-GM at the end of the process is above 90% in every case. But if non-213 GM grain represents less than 50% of the total deliveries, the total amount of maize and the 214 
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proportion of GM at the end of the process are lower than for the other strategies (see table 2, 215 3 et 4). There is only one dryer allocated to GM. It is therefore not possible to dry all the GM 216 maize collected. Conversely, the size of the non-GM supply chain is greater than the total 217 non-GM deliveries, so the dryer is used below its capacity. This is confirmed by the high 218 drying cost (figure 7).  219 4.2.2 Collection with a temporal strategy  220 In this case, the non-GM crop is collected first and the GM is collected after. The duration of 221 the non-GM collection depends on its size.   222 As in the previous case, we see that the scheduling rules have no effect on the result. Indeed, 223 since the segregation is organized before deliveries to the silos, silos and dryers receive only 224 one type of product. As a result, local management of segregation does not make sense.  225 Besides, the proportion of the deliveries treated is at least 96%, according to the fraction of 226 non-GM in the total deliveries. The proportion of the total deliveries treated increases with the 227 amount of non-GM in the total deliveries.  228 However, when the non-GM represents 33% of the total deliveries, the proportion of non-GM 229 segregated is low (72%). In this case, the change from non-GM to GM occurs on day 30, 230 when the deliveries from farmers increase. To be able to collect all the deliveries, companies 231 are compelled to mix the product in the silos and dryers. 232  4.3 Cost of the different management strategies  233 We then compare the increase in the costs of transport for the different segregation strategies 234 (Figure 6). This increase is calculated by a comparison with a collection of the same size with 235 only one product. This shows that the spatial strategy leads to an increase of 695 to 790 % in 236 transport costs, depending on the fraction of non-GM maize in the deliveries. For this 237 strategy, each of dryers is allocated to one product (GM or non-GM). From then on, it is not 238 
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possible to deliver batches from collection silos to the closest dryers. The temporal strategy 239 does not incur an increase in transport costs. On the other hand, the decentralized method 240 favoring segregation leads to an increase in transport costs of 22 to 50 % depending on the 241 fraction of non-GM in the deliveries. This is because the batches are smaller, as management 242 rules are in favor of uniform batches. The number of journeys needed to deliver the same 243 quantity is thus greater. 244 Figure 7 presents the drying cost increase for the various management strategies.  245 The spatial strategy leads to a big increase in drying costs (from 17 to 34 %) when the fraction 246 of non-GM represents less than 50 % of the deliveries. In such scenarios, each of the two 247 dryers is allocated to GM or non-GM. The one allocated to non-GM is not used at its maximal 248 capacity (which represents 50% of the deliveries). As the drying cost is largely fixed and 249 independent of the quantity dried, the drying cost per ton increases as the quantity dried 250 decreases. When non-GM grain represents 50 % of the total deliveries, the dryers are used at 251 their maximum capacity and there is thus no increase in the drying cost.  252 The decentralized management method leads to a small increase in the drying costs (of 4 to 253 7.7 %) because it is not possible to treat all the deliveries with this management method. The 254 refusal of a delivery at the collection silos leads to a decrease in the quantities collected, and 255 to an increase in the drying costs, as explained above. Also, the temporal strategy involves a 256 small increase in drying costs when non-GM is less than 50% of the total deliveries. This is 257 because the amount of maize to be dried is less than the one delivered to the collection silo. 258 This is due to the refusal of some of these deliveries. 259 
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5. Discussion 260 5.1 Comparison of the management strategies and consequences for the co-existence of 261 GM and non-GM crops 262 The two centralized management strategies, which we evaluated using this model, arose from 263 descriptive work on case studies in various regions of France (Coléno et al., 2005; Le Bail and 264 Valceschini, 2004).  265 The results of this evaluation show that planning the collection to specialize infrastructures 266 over time succeeded in isolating a big proportion of non-GM products for a small cost 267 increase. However, with this strategy farmers are free to choose their type of crop without 268 consulting the country elevators. As a result, the risk of gene-flow from GM fields to the non-269 GM ones can be high and lead to contamination of non-GM fields (Mésséan et al., 2006). 270 This can be avoided using isolation between fields, but limits the farmer's choice, taking into 271 account other farmers’ choices in the neighborhood (Messéan et al., 2006; Devos et al., 2007). 272 Moreover, this temporal strategy leads the farmers to harvest their crops at times decided by 273 the country elevators, which may not include the optimal harvest date. This would be 274 particularly true for the non-GM maize that is collected here first. The price paid to farmers 275 for their harvest would therefore be reduced. Considering these consequences, this strategy 276 would lead to a homogeneous region with the crop with the lesser constraint (Coléno et al., 277 2007). 278 With the spatial strategy on the other hand, certain part of the landscape are used for GM and 279 others for non-GM (Coléno et al., 2007). The risk of cross-contamination is thus reduced 280 (Angevin et al., in press). The choice of these zones according to the location of 281 infrastructures (collection silos and dryers) would allow transport costs to be reduced as 282 shown in this paper. However, such a strategy has an interest if the infrastructures are of 283 appropriate size for the quantities collected. To ensure that this is the case, it is necessary to 284 
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set up methods of land governance that involve farmers and country elevators in the choice of 285 the GM and non-GM location and the infrastructures dedicated to each production (Byrne and 286 Fromherz, 2003). 287 5.2 Centralized management versus decentralized management  288 We have compared here several methods of decentralized collection management with two 289 management strategies and several degrees of centralization.  290 For the spatial strategy, centralization of the collection planning concerns the whole supply 291 chain: decision rules are imposed on each member of the supply chain (the place of delivery 292 for farmers and trucks and the type of product to be handled for the silo and dryer managers). 293 Such a strategy leads to an increase in the costs for each of the cost centers, as they can't make 294 rules to reduce them. There is therefore no place for flexibility in the process, which leads to a 295 big cost increase (Bullock and Desquilbet, 2002). 296 A decentralized method does not lead to a loss of process flexibility or an increase in 297 collection costs, but to a small proportion of non-GM grain separated. Hence, if efficiency is 298 judged by the quality of production (Li and Liu 2006), the use of decentralized scheduling 299 rules is less efficient over the course of time than centralized decisions based on forecasting. 300 It is therefore necessary to balance cost minimization and market satisfaction by the total non-301 GM segregation. Such a compromise is made using the temporal strategy: a centralized 302 planning of the deliveries but with autonomy for the farmers and managers when making their 303 choices. It is a compromise between total centralization of the planning and decentralization, 304 allowing farmers to grow the best seed for their production system while ensuring segregation 305 of the two crops to satisfy both GM non-GM markets. This does not generate additional costs 306 at the various levels of the supply chain and allows decision centers to be as close as possible 307 to production and markets (Fennelly and Cormican, 2006). 308 
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 6. Conclusion  309 To overcome difficulties in segregation of GM and non-GM crops in the elevators’ supply-310 chain it is necessary to specialize the infrastructure (silos and dryers). This can be done by a 311 timing management of GM and non-GM deliveries or by defining GM and non-GM zones in 312 the region and its farming infrastructure. 313 These two typical solutions lead to an increase in the collection costs due to an increase in 314 transportation costs and a decrease in the flexibility of the collection process (Bullock and 315 Desquilbet, 2002). There is thus a trade-off in the distribution of this cost increase: will it be 316 borne by the consumer or shared out between the different members of the supply-chain, 317 especially the beneficiaries of GM technology? 318 Moreover, these strategies do not have the same effect on land organization in order to 319 minimize cross-pollination between GM and non-GM fields. The spatial strategy could allow 320 certain areas of land to be allocated to each product so as to minimize cross-pollination at 321 little cost to farmers. The temporal strategy would not lead to such a homogeneous landscape, 322 so the risk of cross-pollination would be greater.  323 Considering these difficulties of segregation management, it seems necessary to have a debate 324 about land governance (Byrne and Fromherz, 2003) in order to define an optimal collection 325 strategy for country elevators that takes into account the cost management of the segregation 326 in the supply chain and GM land management. 327 Acknowledgement 328 Funding for this research was provided by the French Ministry or Research.  329 
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Fig. 1: the collection silo model 414 Fig. 2: the dryer model for the scheduling strategy in favor of segregation (SD1). DT=type of 415 product dried, WQ= waiting quantity, DC=drying capacity, S= stock of product dried 416 Fig. 3: the dryer model for the scheduling strategy in favor of cost minimization (SD2). 417 DT=type of product dried, WQ= waiting quantity, DC=drying capacity, S= stock of dried 418 product 419 Fig. 4: deliveries per day for a collection with one product 420 Fig. 5: deliveries of GM and non-GM grain. The case of 33% of non-GM in the collection. (a) 421 no strategy and spatial strategy. (b) temporal strategy 422 Fig. 6: increase in transport cost compared to collecting one product (without segregation) for 423 the three strategies or methods (the decentralized method is the one favoring segregation). 424 Fig. 7: increase of drying cost compared to a collection of one product (without segregation) 425 for the three strategies or logic 426 
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 427 ConditioncalculationConditioncalculationDt,p=0i<maxcells Ci,t=min(Cmax,Ci,t-1+Dt,p)Dt,p=max(Dt,p-(Cmax,-Ci,t-1),0) i=i+1
EndDt+1,p=Dt+1,p+ Dt,pStrategy=SS2 (Ci contains p or Ci empty) andCi,t-1<Cmaxi=1Dt,p=0i<maxcells Ci,t-1<CmaxCi,t=min(Cmax,Ci,t-1+Dt,p)Dt,p=max(Dt,p-(Cmax,-Ci,t-1),0)i=i+1

YesYes YesYesYes YesYes NoNo NoNoNoNo No  428 Fig. 1 429 
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DTt-1=nonGMWQGM,t>0 SGM,t=SGM,t-1+min(WQGM,t,DC)WQGM,t=WQGM,t-min(WQGM,tDC)DTt=GMWQnonGM,t>0
SGM,t=SGM,t-1+min(WQnonGM,t,DC)WQnonGM,t=WQnonGM,t-min(WQnonGM,t,DC)DTt=nonGM

WQnonGM,t>0
SnonGM,t=SnonGM,t-1+min(WQnonGM,t,DC)WQnonGM,t=WQnonGM,t-min(WQnonGM,t,DC)DTt=nonGMend

WQGM,t=0 Yes YesYesYesYes
No NoNoNoNo ConditioncalculationConditioncalculation

 430 Fig. 2. 431 
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DTt-1=nonGM WQnonGM,t=DCSnonGM,t=SnonGM,t-1+DCWQnonGM,t=WQnonGM,t-DCDTt=nonGMWQGM,t<DCSGM,t=SGM,t+DCWQGM,t=WQnonGM,t-1-DCDTt=GM SGM,t=SGM,t-1+min(WQGM,t+WQnonGM,t,DC)WQnonGM,t=WQnonGM,t-(min(WQGM,t+WQnonGM,t,DC)-WQGM,t)WQGM,t=0DTt=GM
WQGM,t=DCWQnonGM,t=DC SGM,t=SGM,t+DCWQnonGM,t=WQnonGM,t-1-DCDTt=nonGM Yes YesYesYesYesNo NoNoNoNo ConditioncalculationConditioncalculation

 432 Fig. 3  433 
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Table 1: value of the different parameters 446 Table 2: Percentage of the total collection ( 1 ), GM ( 2 ) and of non-GM ( 3 ) at the end of the 447 process compared with the quantity at the beginning. The case of the decentralized method. 448 Table 3: Percentage of the total collection ( 1 ), GM ( 2 ) and of non-GM ( 3 ) at the end of the 449 process with regard to the quantity at the beginning. Case of the spatial strategy. 450 Table 4: Percentage of the total collection ( 1 ), GM ( 2 ) and of non-GM ( 3 ) at the end of the 451 process with regard to the quantity at the beginning. Time strategy case. 452 
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 453 Size of collection silos   4*100 t Size of dryer waiting silos  2*250 t Drying capacity 1000 t/ day Number of trucks 30 Size of trucks  36 t Total size of collection 150000 t Table 1 454  455  456 
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 457  Silo scheduling rule in favor of segregation (SS1) Silo scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (SS2)  Dryer scheduling rule in favor of segregation (DS1) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (DS2) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of segregation (DS1) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (DS2) 25% of non-GM 961/1102 / 553 901/1122/243 971/1162/443 891/1122/193 33% of non-GM 931/1142/523 981/1312/323 881/1202/263 971/1352/213 50% of non-GM 931/1232/633 1001/1612/393 941/1562/343 1001/1692/31 Table 2 458  459 
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 460  Silo scheduling rule in favor of segregation (SS1) Silo scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (SS2)  Dryer scheduling rule in favor of segregation (DS1) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (DS2) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of segregation (DS1) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (DS2) 25% of non-GM 771/732 / 903 771/732 / 903 771/732 / 903 771/732 / 903 33% of non-GM 851/822/913 851/822/913 851/822/913 851/822/913 50% of non-GM 991/992/1003 991/992/1003 991/992/1003 991/992/1003 Table 3 461 
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 462  Silo scheduling rule in favor of segregation (SS1) Silo scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (SS2)  Dryer scheduling rule in favor of segregation (DS1) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (DS2) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of segregation (DS1) Dryer scheduling rule in favor of quantity maximization (DS2) 25% of non-GM 961/972 /943 961/972 /943 961/972 /943 961/972 /943 33% of non-GM 971/1082/723 971/1082/723 971/1082/723 971/1082/723 50% of non-GM 1001/100,42/99.53 1001/100,42/99.53 1001/100,42/99.53 1001/100,42/99.53 Table 4 463  464  465 


